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Abstract 
 
Cooperative TU games admit two unique single-point solution concepts, namely the 
Shapley value and the nucleolus. While computing Shapley value for assignment 
games is an open problem, one can compute the nucleolus of assignment games in 
polynomial time. The core has the lattice structure for assignment games that helps to 
locate the nucleolus by an iterative procedure that uses the Southwest corner element 
of the current subset of the core as the iterative approximation to the 
nucleolus. Suppose N men and N women, based on personal preferences select 
subsets of acceptable partners. We can associate a zero-one matrix where a one in row 
i column j means the ith woman and jth man are mutually acceptable to each other. 
Suppose they are paired and we have complete matching. Then after the matching, 
we want to quantify the dominant person's relative power. We suggest the 
associated assignment game as a natural model and develop an algorithm to compute 
the nucleolus and propose the nucleolus as the measure of the relative power.  
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